Random Praise for the Flogmaster’s
Writing
A judicial flogging story with a clever twist!
G.
I feel sorry for the girls’ butts in this story. Great writing here.
F.N.
I liked the plot, and the author did a nice job of telling his
story.
M.B.B.
You write delightful stories.
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Oh, that last line has me thinking very nasty spanky thoughts.
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This is well thought out and written.
L.J.
My, rather a special variation of the well-known dating game.
A.R.D.

Selected Excerpts
From A Juicy Tale:
I found her getting water from the fridge and showed her the
paddle. From the guilty look on her face, she’d already seen it, which
told me a lot. She’d been curious and had peeked. It had to be
deliberate because when the board was flat on the fridge top you
couldn’t see it unless you were 6'5"—which she was definitely not.
With the bait all set out, I finally sprang my trap. It is trivial to
catch teens doing things they shouldn’t. They can’t help but be
mischievous and ornery.
From Reward For Good Behavior:
He peeked in the principal’s office as he passed, but it was empty.
More surprising was that his own office was also deserted.
On a whim he checked the conference room down the hall and
saw four girls with serious faces. Bingo! He could recognize guilt a
mile away. He went back to his office and picked up Old Faithful, the
large slab of sanded oak that had been warming butts since the
1960s. Several layers of black tape had been wrapped around the
handle and decades of signatures and writing on the surface were
now faded into dull smears that could barely be recognized as
signatures.
From Spanking the Girlfriend’s Daughter:
“What’s all the commotion—” Evelyn started to say, and then she
stopped dead still, staring at her half-naked 14-year-old daughter
with a scalded behind and her boyfriend busy slamming a thick
wooden hairbrush into those squirming cheeks.
“Oohh! Oww!” cried Gwendolyn. There was more, but it made
even less sense.
Brad froze, a guilty expression on his face. He knew he needed to
defend himself, but he didn’t know what to say. That Gwendolyn had
begged for the spanking seemed a lame excuse now.
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About the Warning labels
Because spanking stories often involve extreme topics (S&M, sex acts, etc.), the Flogmaster
labels his stories to give readers an idea of what might be included. Here’s a sample:
Paul Bunyan and the Great Lakes
(★ ★ ★ ★ , M/Ffff—Absurdly Severe, nc ole fashion paddlin’)
A strange new twist on the ole yarn about how Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox created the Great Lakes. (Approximately 1,758
words.)

The stars are the Flogmaster’s own ratings of his stories. They indicatewriting quality, not
necessarily eroticism. Five star stories are my very best.
Stories are marked with mFmf labels to indicate who is spanking whom. Capital letters
represent adults and lower case are minors (under 18), and of course, M refers to males and F
to females. Under this system, anything to the left of the slash indicate a Spanker and
anything to the right a Spankee. Therefore in the above example an adult male is spanking
three girls and a woman. If there are a lot of people involved, sometimes this is abbreviated
with a number, such as F6/f24, implying that 6 women spank 24 girls. Keep in mind that the
label refers to the primary participants—sometimes, especially in longer stories—there may
be minor spankings of a different type included.
I try to indicate the overall severity level (Mild, Serious, Intense, Severe, or Edgy), as well as
what types of spankings are included (i.e. caning, birching, hairbrush spanking, etc.). Stories
may also contain other warnings and explanations. These are usually self-explanatory words
like “sex” or “anal” (to indicate types of sexual activity). You may also see references to cons or
non-cons (or nc). Those abbreviations refer to consensual and non-consensual spankings.
(Punishment spankings, especially those of children, are usually nc.) Some stories are labeled
semi-cons, meaning it’s partially consensual (e.g. a reluctant wife submitting to her husband’s
discipline because she knows she deserves punishment).
The second line contains a brief description of the story. I try not to include any “spoilers”
that would ruin the plot for you. The description should intrigue if you are interested in the
subject matter, and warn you away if you are not. As always, read at your own risk. There’s
also an approximate word count of the story.
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A Juicy Tale
(★ ★ ★ ★ , M/f—Severe, semi-consensual paddling)
A father spanks his son’s girlfriend. (Approximately 2,526 words.)

W

hen Eric brought his new

girlfriend around, he sealed her fate, though
he hadn’t a clue. The boy was like a blind
man with a gold coin—he had no idea what
he had. But I’d seen enough rumps in my
day to know the extraordinary.
Amelia was slender and young at 15, but she had a
chubby butt that was amazingly solid, a perfect curve of
exciting roundness. No doubt Eric thought she was cute
and sexy, but Amelia was only the second girl he’d dated
and he didn’t know what a precious gift a bottom like that
was. In a few years he’d be stuck with saggy tushes, fat
asses, and skinny vegetarians with no butts at all and he’d
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wish he’d taken advantage of a perfect specimen like
Amelia.
But since he wouldn’t, I would. I couldn’t resist. After
all, where was a guy my age supposed to find such
premium beef? The good bums were all taken by trust
fund playboys and whiz kids—that left a lowly car jockey
like me with nothing but overweight got-pregnant-inhigh-school castoffs.
While I might not be the kind of man that makes
women’s hearts beat faster, and a teen like Amelia sees
right through me as though I’m invisible, there is one
advantage I have over girls her age: I’m a parental figure.
Not long after that first meeting I took sweet little
Amelia aside and read her the riot act. I pretended to be a
good father worried about his son and lectured her for ten
minutes on the evils of “loose women” and “sluts” and got
her blushing all the way to the blond roots of her hair.
“Now you aren’t going to lead my boy astray, are you,
Missy?”
“No sir!”
“Because I won’t have any of that. You’ll be out on
your ear, and I’ll place a call to your folks and make sure
you’re sleeping on your belly for at least a month.”
This last puzzled her and I addressed her confusion by
confusing her with what seemed like a sideways question:
“Your parents still spank you, I presume?”
She gave a gasp and blushed a deeper shade of purple,
looking away.
“If they won’t do it, I will,” I said in my coldest,
11
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sternest voice. “You can ask Eric if you want. There’s a
paddle above the fridge in the kitchen, a nice thick slab of
fine Oregon pine. I’ll blister your behind until you’re
walking crosslegged all the way home, do you get me?”
She squeaked out something that might have been
agreement, looking utterly terrified and bewildered, and I
let her go, confident I’d planted the seeds correctly.
You can’t just go grab a girl off the street and spank
her, you see. (Well, you can, but it gets you in a heap of
awkwardness.) No, you’ve got to plan it out, set the table
for it, and get the girl used to the idea so she won’t go
squealing to her mama about how some mean old man
smacked her bare bottom.
I set the tone early, letting her think I was some sort of
terribly strict monster, and then over the next few weeks
every time I saw her I dropped the S word once or twice.
Like I’d poke my head in Eric’s room where the two
were studying with the door open and growl, “If either of
you even think of swiping one of my beers, you’ll get a
bottom so red it’ll light up the sky like the Northern
Lights!”
Another times I might be more subtle, hinting that
discipline wasn’t far removed from their behavior, or if I
caught Amelia alone, I’d be blatant, asking her if she was
being a good girl or did she need a hard paddling?
Once I asked her if her parents had changed their
minds and were spanking her yet. She gave me a wideeyed shake of the head. “You didn’t ask them?” I said.
“Naughty girl. You should definitely suggest they forget
12
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useless groundings and go back to old-fashioned
spankings. It’s the only punishment that works. Trust
me.”
Another time I found her getting water from the fridge
and showed her the paddle. From the guilty look on her
face, she’d already seen it, which told me a lot. She’d been
curious and had peeked. It had to be deliberate because
when the board was flat on the fridge top you couldn’t see
it unless you were 6'5"—which she was definitely not.
With the bait all set out, I finally sprang my trap. It is
trivial to catch teens doing things they shouldn’t. They
can’t help but be mischievous and ornery. When they’re
watching TV, you confront them about their undone
homework. If they play music, it’s always too loud. Teens
are terrible at keeping track of time, so there’s all sorts of
opportunties around curfews and deadlines. They also
hate doing chores and either avoid them or do them
poorly.
That’s not even getting into actual bad behavior, like
drinking, smoking, stealing, bad grades, dressing
provocatively, making out, and more.
The only thing tricky was convicting Amelia without
involving Eric, but that actually made it easier. I saw how
she adored him. He was her first and she was young and
naive and foolish. I played on that, scolding her while
pretending I was mad at him. Naturally, she fell on her
sword. To save him, she’d take the blame. It was her fault
he hadn’t done his chores. She’d distracted him from his
homework. Those were her cigarettes, not his. (They were
13
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mine, planted by me.)
When I expressed my fury and hinted that this was
the end of their relationship—I couldn’t have my son
dating a whore and a smoker—she practically begged me
to punish her instead of breaking them up. I let her
convince me and reluctantly went along with her crazy
plan.
She got a stool (funny how she knew right where it
was kept in the pantry), put it near the fridge, and
climbed up to retrieve that big paddle. That first time she
was wearing these fantastic light brown pants. Maybe
they were mauve or a pale peach. I’m terrible with colors.
All I know is that they were skintight and showed off that
gorgeous bottom like a spotlight. Seeing that butt up in
the air, wagging around like a red flag to a bull, I was
turned on and ready to spank.
Amelia brought me that board with a tremble and a
shy blush. I’d spoken so often about spankings being on
the bare bottom that she didn’t even argue when I
ordered her to lower her jeans. She was terrified, but her
greater fear was losing Eric.
“You call those panties?” I said when she showed off
dainty cream-colored things that left half her cheeks bare.
“Disgusting. Get them down.”
She pushed them to her ankles as though trying to
hide them from my view. She was blushing scarlet, just at
one end right then, but I made quick work of making her
southern hemisphere match her upper cheeks. That
paddle smacked and stung and Amelia squealed and
14
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shrieked and sobbed.
I didn’t hold back. I paddled her soundly. That may
seem contradictory—Shouldn’t I have gone easier on her
so as not to frighten her away?—but that’s not how good
girls think. The harder the spanking the more eager they
are for more. It makes no sense, I’ll grant you that, but
trust me, it’s true.
If I’d let her off she’d have noticed. It wouldn’t have
felt authentic. She needed a real blistering to know I
meant business, and while that hurt like holy heck and
certainly made her think twice about shucking down her
pants for me again, it also made it more likely, since it
was real punishment and deep down that’s what all good
girls want. Kids want rules and consequences. They like
to test their boundaries and feel comforted knowing the
penalty is real. An easy punishment means they can
manipulate us adults, while harshness is the path to
adulthood.
I could see all this in Amelia as plain as day. I forgave
her and let her cry on my shoulder and I told her she was
brave and perhaps I’d misjudged her. She felt like a hero
when I finished and soon she wore her martyred ass with
pride, not resentment. I knew right then it wouldn’t be
long before she’d be bringing me the paddle again.
About two weeks later I caught her and Eric kissing. I
sent her home, practically throwing her out of the house
calling her “slut” under my breath so he wouldn’t hear.
When we were alone on the porch I added, “I hope
you’re proud of yourself. Eric isn’t going to sit for a week!”
15
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Of course I didn’t paddle him. He’s a good kid and
there’s nothing wrong with a boy wanting to kiss a pretty
girl. I’d be worried if he didn’t kiss her.
But I also knew that she’d feel guilty thinking she got
him spanked and that she probably wouldn’t ask him
about it, or if she did, it’d be so obtuse he wouldn’t know
what she was talking about and his answers would only
confirm her suspicions. A typical teenage boy, he was
likely to change the subject and not want to talk about
whatever bad thing had happened. She’d assume that
meant he had been spanked.
I never found out what happened, but like clockwork
Amelia was over the next afternoon while Eric was at
track practice. She was crying and literally begging me to
spank her. I warned her I wouldn’t go easy and she said
that was fine, that she deserved it.
This time I had her remove her jeans and panties
before getting the paddle. She looked so good two feet up
on that stool reaching for the board on top of the fridge.
Her butt was white and pristine again, curved just right,
and oh so juicy.
Then she was walking toward me carrying that slab of
doom, her young crotch as bald as a whore’s and as
delicate as a virgin’s. She looked good enough to fuck for
a week. I didn’t know how Eric could resist. Maybe he
hadn’t.
I wasn’t about to go that far myself, but I definitely
had plans for fun with that ass. I put my foot up on a
kitchen chair and draped that little girl across my left leg.
16
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That bulging butt was right there at waist height, the skin
as smooth as paper and just as pale. I raised the board
and smashed it down hard. I felt Amelia jerk and heard
her wail in distress. She wiggled, but wasn’t going
anywhere. I watched those churning cheeks blush pink.
Then I laid into them with the paddle some more.
It was a terrific spanking, twice as long as the first
one. Though I was careful to avoid actual blisters, she
certainly had some raw-red flesh as sensitive as razor
rash when I stopped. I spanked every inch of that butt,
worked the board down low across her upper thighs, and
even whacked the sides and inner slopes of her cheeks. It
took time and dedication, but I was motivated. Amelia
sobbed the whole time and was nothing but a limp doll by
the end, yet she thanked me and kissed my cheek when it
was over.
As I’d suspected, her folks had neglected her
education. Without real consequences her boundaries
were meaningless. She was desperate for guidance and
authority to help make decisions, but like all teens she
didn’t want to feel like she was being told what to do.
Choosing to behave because she might get a paddled
bottom was still her choice.
After that, it was gravy. I barely had to do anything.
Initially she came to me because she didn’t want Eric to
get in trouble, but after a few spankings she came because
she deserved punishment. Every few weeks Amelia
showed up when Eric wasn’t around and had me spank
her. It wasn’t always so severe. Sometimes I was even
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gentle. By then she knew I could be ruthless, so my mercy
wasn’t her cheating.
I could sense when she needed it hard and when it
would be good to be more forgiving. Either way, she
cried, out of relief and gratitude or from suffering. Often
her butt was still rosy from a previous paddling when she
came back for another. She knew I wouldn’t spare her
and I didn’t.
Boy, did I love that ass! It paddled like a dream. It was
so cheeky it bobbed and wagged and bounced like rubber
to every paddle whack. Amelia’s reactions were precious,
too. She’d twist and dance, flutter her feet, eek out
delicious gasps and squeals, and then her heart would
break with heavy sobs as she was flooded with agony.
I loved the way her butt would go pink and then
scarlet and then into shades of lavender. It was fun to
find new places to spank, crevices and tender curves that
had somehow avoided the worst of the pine so far and
blister them soundly. Feeling Amelia jerk under me as
sharp stabs of pain provoked her was exquisite, and that
blubbery shaking ass, red-hot and glowing, was heaven
itself.
I’d come at least twice in the bathroom afterward, and
my nights were filled with sweet memories and blissful
releases. A few times during this period I had a girlfriend
and fucked her like it was going out of style. I’m sure she
had no inkling of what had gotten into me, though she
certainly appreciated my stiff cock which felt like a strong
a battering ram to me.
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It all fell apart after Valentine’s Day, sadly. Childhood
romances are doomed to failure. Eric’s eye was caught by
a sexy cheerleader and Amelia was crushed. He never
knew what she’d sacrificed to keep their relationship
going.
She still came to me a few times afterward, shyly
wondering if I’d mind discipling her for this or that. Some
of her excuses were clearly sketchy, but I still purpled her
bottom.
Without Eric, however, there was little reason to visit
and less reason to suffer a burning behind. By April he
told me he’d heard she was with a senior from another
school. He’d been skeptical, but several had seen them
together, so it seemed legit.
“He’s old enough to be in college,” Eric complained,
perhaps a bit jealous even though he was the one who’d
broken it off with her.

To continue reading, buy the full
book at The Flogmaster
Bookstore
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Kids: (M/Ff) In the 1950s, when a man marries a
woman with a kid, he thinks it’s a burden, but
eventually discovers a new world of erotic discipline.
The Martyr: (M/f) To support her radical cause, a
brave schoolgirl will suffer any punishment.
Volume 14—Sitting: (mf/F) A college girl babysits two
unusual twins. Suddenly Shy: (M/Fx6, Fx6/M) A man
discovers his daughter’s secret and concocts a wicked
plan. Summer Fantasy: (FFFM/FFFFM) A college
graduate spends an idyllic summer with four women.
The Professional Solution: (M/F) An innovative
solution to premature safeword use.
Volume 15— Maybe I Should Be Spanked: (MFFF/f)
After suggesting a spanking, Kendra gets more than she
expected. The Blind Boy: (F/FFfm) When an orphan
boy with bad eyesight moves in with his aunt and her
daughters, he discovers a new world of strict discipline.
Tyrant Tutor: (Fm/f) A young boy becomes the tutor
for his dream girl, and soon he’s blackmailing her into
taking spankings from him.

Volume 16— A Painful Game: (M/FFF) Three
beauties compete in a billionaire’s fantasy game. Eve
and the Head of HR: (M/F) When a beautiful FBI
agent goes undercover to catch a sleazy human
resources executive abusing his position, everything
that can go wrong goes wrong. The Inheritance:
(MF/F) In this crime drama, there are schemes within
schemes, as everyone pulls cons and scams for money.
Volume 17— A Helpful Student: A boy manipulates a
new teacher into spankings. Back Home: When a boy
returns to his old hometown, he discovers his best
friend’s mom is just as strict as always—only this time
he likes it. Black Sheep: A girl tries to figure out why
her mysterious uncle isn’t part of the family. The
Handoff: A schoolgirl goes to her Head’s house for
extracurricular discipline, but gets a surprise.
Volume 18— Slumber Party Invitation: A naive
freshman gets invited to a cool girl’s slumber party.
Sheer Innocence: School officials don’t buy a sweet
girl’s innocence. Revenge Prank: A pranked boy turns
the tables on his cruel tormentors.

Volume 19— Designer Jeans: When a woman wears
jinxed jeans that make her ass look awesome, she gets
painful proof the curse is real. Off to a Bad Start: A
woman starts a new job and everything goes wrong.
The Lynch Mob: Women in a neighborhood visit a man
for regular punishments… until their husbands find
out! Visiting Aunt Peggy: Fifty-some years ago, two
young ladies visit their spank-obsessed aunt and
become addicted themselves.

Short Story Collections
Twelve of the Best: Volumes 1-70
Over 840 stories divided in books focusing on the
punishment of adults or children.

Super-Short Stories: Volume 1-6
Short and sweet: over 600 500-word stories. (Mostly /f
or /F)

Real-Life Spankings: Volume 1-9
Spanking stories dramatized from real-life experiences.
(Mostly /f or /F)

Sorority Collection: Volume 1
All of the Flogmaster’s published sorority stories, plus
four new exclusives to this book. (Mostly /F)

Sorority Collection: Volume 2
Fourteen brand new Flogmaster sorority stories: A
Hearty Dose of Reality, Sorority Justice, College Girl,
Costume Mistake, Greed, Just a Paddling, Old Friend,
Pledge Pain, Punishment for Sexual Harassment,
Sorority Practice, The Hairbrush or the Paddle, The
Paddle is Waiting, The Sorority Paddle, and Tiptoes.
(Mostly /F)

Flogmaster Fantasies: Volume 1
21 classics plus 15 brand new stories for this Collection:
George (M/F) A female bank executive is a man’s sex
slave. Joan (M/f) A girl wants regular spankings.
Timothy (M/F) A girl attends a weekly punishment.
Danica (M/F) A birthday girl’s birthday fantasy.
Jackson (M/f) A teen asks to be spanked. Becca
(F30/F) A girl dreams of pledging to a sorority. Jason
(M/F) A biker meets a gorgeous girl. Stefanie (M/F) A
woman swaps her body with a teen. Andre (M/F) What
a man wants in a foreign girl contracted to serve him.
Jill (M/F) A nurse dreams of a doctor punishing her.
Kenneth (M/F) A man would love to see his fiance
spanked. Lorine (M/F) A TV reporter imagines
broadcasting with a red hot bottom. Morris (M/F) A
man wants a tiny wife. Haley (M/F) A woman wants to
be spanked during a fancy party. Max (M/f) Men pay to
watch judicial discipline.
Ultimate Archive: Volumes 1-4
The Flogmaster’s free story website in four huge
books!

Purchase these in print or PDF at the Flogmaster’s
Bookstore: http://stores.lulu.com/flogmaster

